
Compression Segments  
Head
General instructions
• Please bear in mind that the cutouts need to be kept as small as possible so as not to reduce the compression effect or therapy

results. Too large cutouts could result in “window oedemas”.
• In those styles with a closed forehead section, the entire back of the head is also closed.

In the case of the variant with an open forehead section, the back of the head is also open up to the height of the forehead.

Circumference ”cA“
Lower neck circumference 
parallel to the circumference 
“cB”

Circumference ”cB“
Neck circumference directly 
below the chin and over the 
first cervical vertebra at the 
back of the head

Circumference ”cC“
Over the tip of the chin and 
over the first cervical vertebra 
at the back of the head

Circumference ”cD“
Directly below the lower lip 
and over the first cervical ver-
tebra at the back of the head

Circumference ”cE“
Directly above the eyebrows

Circumference ”cE1“
Parallel to the circumference “cE”

Circumference measurements
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Length measurements

Length ”ℓAB“
Width of the neck part: be-
tween “cB” and “cA”, measur-
ing at the front of the neck and 
following the body. Ensure that 
the distance is not so small 
that the fabric could roll up.

Length ”ℓBC“
Directly below the chin to the 
tip of the chin, measuring at 
the front of the neck and  
following the body

Length ”ℓD1D1“
Headband from point “D1” over 
the largest area of the head to 
the point “D1” on the opposite 
side

Length ”ℓCD“
From the tip of the chin to 
below the lower lip, measuring 
at the front and following the 
body

Length ”ℓEE1“
Width of the headband:  
between “cE” and “cE1”

Length ”ℓDE“
Position of the headband: 
between “cD” and “cE”

Additional measurements for face masks
Width measurements Please measure horizontally. Length measurements Please measure vertically.

Width ”K“
Mouth cutout, from one corner 
of the mouth to the other

Width ”M“
Nose cutout, horizontally from 
the medial side of each nasal 
wing

Width ”M1“
Knitted-in nose: from nasal 
wing to nasal wing over the tip 
of the nose measuring loosely

Width ”N“
Eye cutout, from the corner of 
one eye to the corner of the 
other

Width ”P“
Distance between the eyes

Width ”Ear“
Ear cutout

Length ”M2“
Root of the nose to the tip of 
the nose

Length ”S“
Upper lip to the nose

Length ”T“
Below the lower lip to the eye

Length ”U“
Height of the eye cutout

Height ”Ear“
Ear cutout




